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I. INTRODUCTION
The main objective of this work is to establish the presence of movable critical points in the solutions of the exact reduced nonlinear ordinary differential equation, arising from the nonlinear partial (on two variables) generalized Liouville-like equation, which determines Petrovtype III vacuum Robinson-Trautman gravitational fields.' In light of the Ablowitz-Ramani-Segur (ARS) hypothesis on the Painleve propertyconsisting in the absence of critical points in the exact reduced nonlinear ordinary differential equation--one is inclined to accept that very likely the integration of Petrov-type III Robinson-Trautman fields could not be accomplished by means of the inverse scattering method (EM). We recall that the ARS hypothesis2 states that a nonlinear partial differential equation can be solved by means of the ISM if any of the exact reduced nonlinear ordinary differential equations, arising from the former partial one as result of an exact reduction, possesses the Painleve-type, i.e., is free from movable critical points. Nevertheless, one has to remember that the ARS hypothesis remains up to the present time as a conjecture waiting for a rigorous demonstration. In opinion of various researchers, the PainlevC test is too strong to serve as a guide to establish integrability of nonlinear systems of differential equations, see Ref.
3.
In what follows, we briefly characterize the Robinson-Trautman metric. Section II deals with an exact reduced ordinary differential equation arising from the generalized Liouville-like equation; here the presence of movable critical points in the series solutions is established and also asymptotic expressions of the sought solutions are given. Concluding remarks are given in Sec. III.
It is well known that vacuum solutions having a repeated geodesic, shear-free, nontwisting, diverging null eigendirection are described by the Robinson-Trautman (RT) line element.' 2r g=pdc@bdc--2du@ 2m AlnP-2r(lnP),,-7 =:2e'ee2-2e3ee4,
where r is an affine parameter along the null degenerate direction, and u is the retarded time coordinate.
Depending on the functions m and E E:=6m(P2H,g),c+rP2(Aln P),5, 2H:=Aln P-2rd,ln P-2m/r, one can distinguish various special Petrov types
With respect to the null tetrad {e',e2,e3,e4} the nonvanishing complex curvature coefficients are r3V2=-172, 2r2\V3=-P(AlnP),c,
On the basis of the Kinnersley results,4 concerning type-D fields with and without twist, one concludes that the corresponding RT type-D vacuum fields are known. Since all vacuum nontwisting-type N fields are known,5 the vacuum RT-type-N fields are known too. The RT conformally flat space-times reduce to the Minkowskian space-time. New solutions of the RT family can be found within type III and II. Type III condition requires the vanishing of VI, which, in turn, implies m=O. Thus, from Eq. ( 1 ), one arrives at the equation 
one changes Eq. (4) to the form of the generalized Liouville equation (6a) Alternatively, by accomplishing the differentiations
This equation plays a central role in the study presented in this report. It is widely known that the only known to date solution of Eq. (6) is P= ({+ c)3 '2, see Ref. 6. By substituting in Eq. (6) the function P by
one arrives at (5+E)2hg=5( 1 -e-2h).
This equation can be thought of as a nonlinear Liouville-like equation for the unknown function h on the background two-space of the negative constant Gaussian curvature. In fact, a possible representation of a general Liouville-like nonlinear equation is given by (9) where the second order differential operator is defined with respect to a background two-space of constant negative Gaussian curvature. In particular, for the metric g=4 d@d@({+c)2 the Laplace operator V2 is V2= ( g+E)2a, a,. Thus, using this V2 in Eq. (9), one arrives at Eq. 
II. EXACT REDUCED NONLINEAR ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR p=P(g+a
The generalized Liouville equation (6b) for the unknown function P, considered as depending on the single variable c+g=:z, reduces to the ordinary differential equation
which has the particular solution pz.82
as the only known to date solution. By accomplishing in Eq. ( 10) the transformations
one brings Eq. (10) to the form
where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to x.
Equation (13) can be written in the form of the Emden's equation as quoted in the Kamke's Handbook, ' Bq. 6.76 ( 1) . By subjecting Eq. ( 13) to the transformations 3x= 2 In t, t# = exp( --y/2), one arrives at the Emden's equation (with a = l/3 and b= -4/3), which arises in the theory of celestial mechanics for gas spheres in equilibrium.8 As it has been pointed out in the Kamke's Handbook, p. 561, that very This form is useful for analyzing the asymptotic behavior of the sought solution.
It will be shown that the solutions of Eq. ( 13), different from 4= 1, at least their series expansions, possess movable critical points. From the theory of nonlinear equations of the second order, it is known that the solutions of the equations of the form -+DW3+EW2+F'W+G+H/W, where the functions {A,B,...,H) depend on z only, may have no movable critical points; the canonical forms of these equations not prossessing movable critical points are given in the Ince's book, " p. 326 . Although the studied Eq. (13) falls into the above class, it does not reduce to any of the canonical forms of the Painleve-type, using the Ablowitz-Segur terminology, free from movable critical points. Thus, one might expect that the solutions of Eq. ( 13) could exhibit movable singularities. As we shall show further, this will be the case.
Let us consider the asymptotic behavior of the series expansion solutions of Eq. ( 13) in the neighborhood of the singular point Q (4 = 0,6, = m) of the degenerate node-type. Following the procedure described by Ablowitz and Segur, one establishes that a Laurent expansion of 4 in the neighborhood of x0 in powers of x-x0 gives rise to incompatibilities in the determination of the series coefficients; the inconsistency is eliminated by the inclusion of ln (x-x0) terms, which means that the solution will exhibit a movable branch point at x0. The solution in the neighborhood of Q is given by
where x0 and y are arbitrary constants. This expression presents a movable logarithmical branch point at x=x0. Hence, Eq. ( 13) does. not belong to the Painleve-type. Separatrixes at the saddle point A (4 = 1, 4 = 0) are described by the one parametric family of solutions of Eq. ( 13 ) , namely,
where a is a root of a2-a-3=0, i.e., a = 0.5 f $%. In expression (16) the upper sign ( + ) corresponds to separatrixes for which 4 > 1, while the lower sign ( -) refers to separatrices for which 4 < 1. The series representation of 4 in the form ( 16) is convergent iff exp( ax) 4 1. Thus, $J describes a convergent series solution of Eq. ( 13) for x--* -CO if a = 0.5 + $E while 4 converges for x-+ + CO if a = 0.5 -JXZ. The behavior of the integral curves of Eq. ( 13) when 4 --+ = 00 and $-03 is more easy to establish in the (m,M) plane of Eq. ( 14). In this plane, the point C(O,3) corresponds to a node singularity, which in the phase (+,$) plane corresponds to the set of points, such that rj/++-3/2asx-t--. The general solution of Eq. ( 13) along the stable asymptotic direction is given by 4=e(-3/2)(~-xo) 1+ i r ' ' exp(x-xo) +z exP 
III. CONCLUDING REMARKS
It has been shown that the solutions of the reduced nonlinear ordinary differential equation, arising from the generalized Liouville equation (gLe) does not exhibit the Painleve property. On the contrary, they possess movable critical points. On the basis of the AblowitzRamani-Segur hypothesis, one may assert that very likely the generalized Liouville equation does not allow the use of the inverse scattering method in searching for its solutions; this statement is not conclusive while the ARS hypothesis remains as such. Moreover, the only known to date exact solution ( 11) of the gLe occurs to be a saddle point in the phase plane of the exact reduced ordinary equation. In spite of the efforts spent, the full integration of the studied equation, remains still open. Nevertheless we hope the results derived here constitute a new perspective in the problem of integration for vacuum Petrov-type III RobinsonTrautman solutions.
